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Topics: Power flow, forces, torques and speeds in transmission systems 

• Treating a machine as an input/output system 

• Choosing speed ratios (e.g., to maximize work or efficiency) 

• Examples from Brunelleschi’s 3-speed  reversing hoist 

• Explanation of elements 

• Ox Power example for Brunelleschi’s machine 

 

Steps in obtaining power flow for a machine: 

 

1. Decompose the machine into a series of stages and write algebraic expressions for the 

speed ratios at each stage in terms of the gear sizes (gear radii or number of teeth). 

2. Write power expressions for input and output of each stage, including any losses due to 

friction. 

3. Combine expressions to solve for total speed ratio, efficiency, etc. 

 

Example 1: Consider Brunelleschi’s giant 3-speed reversing hoist as an example of an 

input/output system – the same machine used in Assignment 1. 

 
Brunelleschi’s 3-speed reversing hoist and approximate dimensions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assignment 1: Read for Wednesday.  Think of a couple good questions.  
We’ll talk about it more.    Due online Friday.
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Renaissance vs modern gearing

Cog wheel (lantern and peg):  
http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/
engines-equipment/gear1.htm 
Involute: 
http://www-mdp.eng.cam.ac.uk/web/library/
enginfo/textbooks_dvd_only/DAN/gears/
meshing/meshing.html 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/transport/engines-equipment/gear1.htm
http://www-mdp.eng.cam.ac.uk/web/library/enginfo/textbooks_dvd_only/DAN/gears/meshing/meshing.html


Two rotating cylinders

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QM0juVXW54





DESIGN

®

www.pic-design.com
Interactive catalog ■ CAD ■ e-commerce

Phone: 800-243-6125 ■ FAX: 203-758-8271
E-Mail: sales@pic-design.com

SPUR GEAR-48 PITCH — 3/16" Face Width ■■■■■ 20o Pressure Angle

Pin Hub — 3/16", 1/4" Bores

For gears with a number of teeth not shown within the range listed above,
substitute the required number of teeth for the digits at the end of the Part Number.

Pricing can be determined by using our online E-Commerce price list for the next
higher published part number in the listing.

12-16

No.  
 teeth

P.D. O.D.

34 0.7083 0.750

b = ? 
P = ? 
N = ? 
phi = ? 
ra = ?    check: (34+2)/48 = 2*ra 

PIC Gear Catalog



Contact ratio
• How smoothly is load transferred from one pair of teeth to the next?
• Do we have more than one pair of teeth in contact at all times?
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Figure 3: Contact ratio explanation: (left) Distance that contact point travels along line of action
depends on the addendum and base radii: ra and rb. (right) Total length is the sum of two line
segments, L1 +L2. L1, shown in diagram, can be computed knowing ra1, rp1 and  , using the law
of cosines; L2 is similar.

With some trigonometry, the contact ratio can be expressed as:

CR =

q
r2a1 � r2b1 +

q
r2a2 � r2b2 � C sin�

Pb
(1)

where C = rp1 + rp2 is the center distance, � is the pressure angle, and Pb = ⇡ cos�/P is the base
pitch. In general, we want CR > 1, which is often true if the smaller gear has at least 12 teeth.
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Lets try it!
Python or Matlab or Spreadsheet….

# Some gear pair calculations
import numpy as np #math stuff

Pitch = 24.        # Diametral pitch (teeth per inch of diameter)
phi_deg = 20.      # Pressure angle in degrees
phi = np.pi*(phi_deg/180) 

# Gear 1
N1 = 24
dp1 = N1/Pitch;        rp1 = 0.5*dp1     # pitch diameter, radius
da1 = (N1+2)/Pitch;    ra1 = 0.5*da1     # addendum (outer) diameter, radius
db1 = dp1*np.cos(phi); rb1 = 0.5*db1     # base diameter, radius

# Gear 2
N2 = 24
dp2 = N2/Pitch;        rp2 = 0.5*dp2     # pitch diameter, radius
da2 = (N2+2)/Pitch;    ra2 = 0.5*da2     # addendum (outer) diameter, radius
db2 = dp2*np.cos(phi); rb2 = 0.5*db2     # base diameter, radius

speedratio = 1.0*N1/N2  #Force to floating point

# Check contact ratio
C = rp1 + rp2
Pbase = np.pi*np.cos(phi)/Pitch

numerator = np.sqrt(ra1**2-rb1**2) + np.sqrt(ra2**2-rb2**2) - C*np.sin(phi)
denominator = Pbase

ContactRatio = numerator/denominator
# Ideally, ContactRatio > 1.5 



Lets try it!

Any design rules can be broken,
if you know what you are doing.


